
ELEC 2220 Computer Systems 
Homework #12 

Due: Friday, June 19 
 

PROGRAM #1 
 
Building on the program from the last assignment, eight ASCII character codes, representing eight decimal 
digits as might be entered from a keyboard, are stored eight consecutive bytes of memory beginning at address 
STRG in RAM. Write a program to convert the decimal number represented by this string of characters to the 
equivalent 32-bit binary number, storing the result at address BINARY in RAM.  
(This is essentially a decimal to binary conversion.) 
 
For example, if you were to type the decimal number “13587609” on the keyboard, the corresponding 
characters would be stored in memory at STRG as follows:    

STRG     => '1'  (0x31) - Most significant digit (10,000,000’s) 
   STRG+1 => '3'  (0x33) – Next most significant digit (1,000,000’s) 

STRG+2 => '5'  (0x35) – Next most significant digit (100,000’s) 
   STRG+3 => '8'  (0x38) -  Next most significant digit (10,000’s) 

STRG+4 => '7'  (0x37) – Next most significant digit (1,000’s) 
STRG+5 => '6'  (0x36) - Next most significant digit (100’s) 
STRG+6 => '0'  (0x30) - Next most significant digit (10’s) 

   STRG+7 => '9'  (0x39) - Least significant digit (1’s) 
The corresponding BINARY value would be 0000 0000 1100 1111 0101 0100 1001 1001 = 0x00CF5499. 
Recall that the nth decimal digit of a number is weighted by a factor of 10n. 
 
Initialize the eight bytes of STRG as shown above and value of BINARY to 0.  After testing the program, 
submit it and the memory or watch window that shows the values of STRG and BINARY, with BINARY 
displayed in hexadecimal, unsigned int format.  
If desired, you can check your result by changing the memory/watch window format to decimal to see if the 
value of BINARY is equivalent to the decimal number represented by the character string. 
 

PROGRAM #2 
 
To practice with conditional branch instructions, write a program counts the number of negative, zero, and 
positive non-zero numbers in a list of 20 signed 32-bit integers.  As shown below, the list is to be stored in 
RAM beginning at location LIST1.  Write the number of zero, negative, and positive non-zero values to 8-bit 
variables NZER1, NNEG1, and NPOS1, respectively.  You should be able to determine all three values within 
a single program loop, with the loop repeated 20 times. 

 
Test data: 

LIST1      dcd  5,-8,20,15,-20,83,125,-107,0,35,14,-19,-30,0,35,-8,-6,22,0,-1 
 NZER1    dcb  0 
 NNEG1   dcb  0 
 NPOS1    dcb  0 

 
Submit the program and the debugger memory window, showing the result. 

 


